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The importance of investigating your own analytics capability before investing in significant data 
acquisition technology. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Track Section Washaway 

 
Overview: Arc Infrastructure (Arc) recently worked with Interfuze to develop and implement a 
data driven solution to identify track sections that are at risk of experiencing a washaway event as 
a result of potential flooding.  
 
The solution is based on analysing and detecting sections that may experience a probable 
washaway and populate alert screens, identifying at risk areas and sending alert email 
notifications as secondary push notifications. 
 
This has resulted in a system where trains can be cautioned when entering affected areas of the 
network, and train drivers can visually inspect the track at reduced speeds and report, to Arc train 
control, the track condition. 
 
This is a key risk mitigation system which will prevent trains traversing sections of track that have 
been washed away and ultimately prevent washaway-based derailments. 
 
The Challenge: Train derailments cost Arc around $2m per annum, is a key safety issue and 
increases insurability risk. Washaway and track inundation events are a key contributor to 
significant derailments. Innovation workshops conducted in 2019 theorised it might be possible to 

http://www.arcinfra.com/
http://www.interfuze.com.au/


predict derailments through the analysis of past washaway (degraded track condition) events and 
rainfall patterns. 
 
The Design Challenge: To create a solution to forecast where track washaways are most likely to 
occur (in advance of them occurring) and provide real time feedback to train control of weather 
events that may cause a washaway so that they can manage traffic on the affected track sections. 
 
Original Hypothesis: “To try and alleviate these costs and safety risks, many Australian innovation 
workshops and studies theorised that it might be possible to predict derailments due to abnormal 
or intense rainfall events - referred to as washaway - by analysing past washaways and rainfall 
patterns.” 
 
Initially, we looked at a data driven approach, utilising topographic, geological, track formation / 
structure and meteorological data (historical and real-time) as part of the solution. We were also 
open to the use of sensors (where commercially feasible) to provide real-time data feeds as part of 
the solution. 
 
 

 
 
  

Figure 2 - Proof of Concept Analysis PowerBI 



The Approach: We tested this hypothesis through extensive data analytics and relationship 
mapping exercise, thereby understanding the relationships between rainfall, geography and 
historical track washaway events. 
 
 
Some facts regarding washaways that informed our approach: 

• The weather event doesn’t need to be directly over the track for it to be the cause of a 
related washaway; 

• Arc had a current (and regularly updated) spreadsheet of all historical washaway events; 
• The railway tracks most exposed to washaways are those designed (culvert and drainage) 

for 1 in 10 year and 1 in 20 year flooding event; 
• Train drivers are currently unable to detect washaways from a moving locomotive – they 

need to be notified by train control. 

  

Figure 3 - Data Cross Referencing 



Existing Data 
 
Having the right data to analyse was crucial to achieving desired outcomes for this solution. We 
collected the following data to guide our hypothesis testing and solutions development: 

• The team started with a single dataset (historical washaways); 
• The data on historical washaways was not a complete data set; 
• The format of the data was largely free text; 
• Times of actual washaways could not be ascertained as it was either based on observed 

time, best guess or reported time; 
• Locations of discrete events were not captured, events were ‘block captured’, sometimes 

over hundreds of kilometres in a block and again, in free text; 
• Locations of actual events were not precise; 
• Corresponding weather event data was not recorded; 
• Track location geographical information data was not captured in an accurate and 

consistent manner (including the absence of “true” track centre line data). 
• Weather radar data does not necessarily translate to actual “rain on the ground”. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 4 - Historical Event Matching to Track Segments 

 
 
  



The Analysis and Filling the Gaps  
 
Based on limitations with the initial dataset the Interfuze and Arc team undertook the following 
actions to gather more important and required data to fully prove the washaway prediction 
hypothesis: 

• Obtained locations of weather stations that recorded actual rainfall; 
• Obtained other GIS data layers that could be used to derive track location (for example, 

under track culvert positions); 
• Acquired historical rainfall data for 206 weather stations (data captured at 15-minute 

intervals over 20 years); 
• Obtained rail kilometre markings used by train control and sectioned the 5500km rail 

network into 10km sections using those kilometre markings (note: an anomaly in the 
marking of kilometre pegs, based on historical practices, meant that these pegs or 
markings were oftentimes not exactly a kilometre apart – yet were in widespread use by 
train control to identify and demarcate sections of track); 

• Cleansing of the historical washaway data to remove free text and data integrity 
anomalies; 

• Correlation of every 10km track segment with weather stations that could be inferred to 
having a material impact on the relative track segment - this radius tended to be within 
less than 50km of the track segment; 

• Matching of historical washaways to the created track segments; 
• Analysis of each event and the corresponding weather conditions that may have 

contributed to the washaway; 
• Off the back off that exercise the team were able to set rainfall thresholds for each track 

segment that had experienced a prior event; 
• The team were also able to set the relationships between Track Segment and Weather 

Station and the impact weighting based on proximity and historical events; 
• For areas that did not have historical events, a rainfall threshold was used based on the 3-

5% of maximum recorded rainfall over the past 10 years. 

 
Figure 5 - Rainfall and Washaway Zone Correlation 

  



Outcomes 
 
The solution we developed has been described as "a significant achievement toward risk 
mitigation and safety to rail operations” by Murray Cook, CEO of Arc Infrastructure. Here are the 
first of its kind outcomes for predicting washaways in the Australian railway industry: 

• After developing an initial proof of concept using multiple PowerBI dashboards, the team 
were able to prove that it was possible to predict areas of the rail network that were more 
likely to experience a washaway; 

• This analysis allowed us to develop and deploy a solution that monitored surrounding 
weather conditions and raised alerts on specific track segments that were more likely to be 
affected; 

• To test this, we re-ran the historical rainfall events through a set of simulations, and this 
returned an accuracy rate of over 95% (where alerts would have been raised in advance of 
a track washaway or significant inundation); 

• This was achievable through data analytics and understanding which relatable data sets 
could be used in conjunction with one another to achieve powerful business insights and in 
this case, improve and increase safety for rail operations; 

• The solution was achieved without the procurement and deployment of in-field detection 
devices, which can be costly to maintain. However, additional and complementary weather 
sensors may be considered in a subsequent phase of the project to further improve the 
quality of data, specifically where there is a paucity of accurate meteorological data. 

• The approach helped build Arc Infrastructure’s first ever washaway prediction engine. 
 
Upon implementing the solution in the first three months, the following results and improvements 
were evident, to predict rail washaways: 

• Based on the initial predictive modelling of prior events, 28 out of 60 events in Feb 2017 
were predictable (47%); 

• Application of the track segment thresholds has now resulted in washaway predictability 
accuracy for known locations of between 93% and 95%. 

 
Washaway Prediction System Screenshots 
 

 



 

More Information 

For more information on Interfuze and Arc’s collaboration on this breakthrough solution for 
derailments in the railways industry, visit: https://www.interfuze.com.au/case-studies/rail-
washaway-prediction. 

Figure 6 - Implemented Control Screens 
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